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1326 Zoran Gruji� and Henrik Kalishnorms on the spaes G�;s whih will be de�ned in a moment. For anotherappliation of Gevrey-lass analysis to a large lass of KdV-type equationssee [1℄ where it is observed that the loss of analytiity detets the loss ofL1-regularity, i.e. a �nite-time blow-up. This analysis is relevant for p � 4,a regime in whih the possibility of a �nite-time blow-up is expeted. In theaforementioned approahes the derease of the width of the strip is essentialin order to ompensate for the derivative loss in the nonlinearity. In [9℄,Hayashi proved loal well-posedness in a lass of analyti funtions that wasmore in the style of the well-posedness results for the GKdV in the usualSobolev spaes. Hayashi worked in a lass of funtions analyti on a doubleone symmetri around the real axis, for whih there are nie isometri iden-tities among various derivatives. Using Kato's smoothing e�et indutivelyon all derivatives, he was able to prove a loal well-posedness result withoutshrinking the one angle in time. Sine the identities he used are very speialto one-type domains, it appears that his approah ould not be applied toa strip.The goal of this note is to show that it is possible to obtain loal well-posedness for a strip without shrinking the width of the strip in time. Theproof relies on a version of Kato's smoothing e�et, and subsequently amultilinear estimate in a lass of funtions analyti on a strip. In order tooverome the derivative loss, use is made of speial funtion spaes whih aresimilar to the spaes introdued by Bourgain [2℄, and later extensively usedby several authors (see, e.g., [3, 4, 5, 7, 11, 12℄). So far, the Bourgain-typespaes have been used primarily to obtain well-posedness in low-regularitylasses, suh as Sobolev spaes with negative indies. Here, they �nd anappliation on the opposite end of the sale in analyti lasses.Before leaving the introdution, it is onvenient to state the main resultof this artile. For � > 0 and s 2 R, de�ne G�;s to be the subspae of L2(R)for whih ku0k2G�;s = Z (1 + j�j)2se2�(1+j�j)jû0(�)j2 d�is �nite.Theorem 1. Let s � 0 when p = 1 and s > 32 when p � 2. For initial datain G�;s; � > 0, there exists a positive time T , suh that the initial-valueproblem (1:1) is well-posed in the spae C([0; T ℄; G�;s).Well-posedness is understood in the usual Hadamard-sense, inluding ex-istene, uniqueness and ontinuous dependene on the initial data.



loal well-posedness of the generalized Korteweg-de Vries equation 1327C([0; T ℄; G�;s) denotes the spae of ontinuous funtions from the time in-terval [0; T ℄ into G�;s. Membership in this lass is equivalent to the require-ment that the solution desribe a ontinuous urve in the solution spae, aproperty whih is sometimes alled the persistene property. The value of sis of minor signi�ane as the lasses onsidered in this theorem are spaes ofanalyti funtions. The paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2, we de�nethe funtional spaes and reall some known results. Setion 3 ontains theproof of the ruial multilinear estimates, and in Setion 4, Theorem 1 isproved via a ontration argument.2. Funtional setting and linear estimatesThe Fourier transform of a funtion u0 belonging to the Shwartz lass Sis de�ned by û0(�) = 1p2� Z u0(x)e�ix� dx:The unadorned integral denotes integration over the real line R. A lassof analyti funtions suitable for the analysis in this paper is the analytiGevrey lass [6℄. De�ning a Fourier multiplier operator A bydAu0(�) = (1 + j�j)û0(�);the Gevrey norm of order (�; s) an be written asku0kG�;s = kAse�Au0kL2(R):It is straightforward to hek that a funtion inG�;s is a restrition to the realaxis of a funtion analyti on a symmetri strip of width 2�. As mentionedin the introdution, in order to prove the loal well-posedness result, wehave to introdue another family of funtion spaes. For � > 0, s 2 R,and b 2 [�1; 1℄, de�ne X�;s;b to be the Banah spae equipped with thespae-time normkvk2�;s;b = ZZ (1 + j� � �3j)2b(1 + j�j)2se2�(1+j�j)jv̂(�; �)j2 d�d�:In what follows, for a funtion v(x; t) of two variables, the notation v̂(�; �) isused to denote the spae-time Fourier transform. The spae-time symbol intheX�;s;b-norm is adapted to the linear part of the equation. In the following,some identities and linear estimates are listed that reveal this relation in anexpliit fashion. For the initial-value problemwt + wxxx = 0; w(x; 0) = w0(x); (2.1)



1328 Zoran Gruji� and Henrik Kalishthe Fourier transform an be used to give an expliit solution in terms of thepropagator W (t),w(x; t) =W (t)w0 = Z eix�eit�3 bw0(�) d�: (2.2)De�ning the operators ��; � 2 R, byd��v(�; �) = (1 + j� j)�v̂(�; �);we have the following identity:kWvk�;s;b = kAse�A�bvkL2(R2):As already mentioned, the spae of ontinuous funtions on the interval [0; T ℄with values inG�;s is denoted by C([0; T ℄; G�;s). This spae is a Banah spaewhen equipped with the normjujCT;�;s = sup0�t�T ku(�; t)kG�;s :If b > 12 , X�;s;b is embedded in C([0; T ℄; G�;s). In fat, the inequalityjujCT;�;s � kuk�;s;b (2.3)follows diretly from the Sobolev Embedding Theorem. Note that for � = 0,the spae X�;s;b oinides with the spae Xs;b introdued by Bourgain. Welose this setion by realling some linear estimates whih hold for thesespaes. Let  be an in�nitely di�erentiable funtion on R, suh that (t) = � 0; jtj � 2;1; jtj � 1;and let  T (t) =  (t=T ).Lemma 1. Let � > 0, b > 12 , and b� 1 < b0 < 0. Then there is a onstant suh that the following estimates hold.k (t)W (t)u0(x)k�;s;b � ku0kG�;s ; (2.4) T (t)Z t0 W (t� s)v(s) ds�;s;b � T 1�b+b0kvk�;s;b0 : (2.5)With the same assumptions as in the lemma, but with � = 0, (2.4) wasproved in [11℄, and (2.5) was proved in [7℄. These inequalities learly remainvalid for � > 0, as one merely has to replae u0 by e�Au0 and v by e�Av inthese results.



loal well-posedness of the generalized Korteweg-de Vries equation 13293. A multilinear estimateIn this setion estimates for the nonlinear term in the equation are proved.These results are similar to the estimates of Bourgain and Kenig, Pone,and Vega. In fat, in the quadrati ase, the estimate redues to the bilinearestimate in [12℄.Theorem 2. Suppose u and v are in X�;s;b, where s � 0, � > 0, and12 < b < 34 . If b� 1 < b0 < �14 , then there exists a onstant  depending onlyon s, b, and b0 suh thatk�x(uv)k�;s;b0 �  kuk�;s;bkvk�;s;b: (3.1)Proof. Only the ase s = 0 is treated. When s > 0 the proof followsimmediately from the ase s = 0. Note that (3.1) an be written moreexpliitly as�1 + j� � �3j�b0e�(1+j�j)\�x(uv)(�; �) L2�L2� � kuk�;0;bkvk�;0;b; (3.2)or �1 + j� � �3j�b0e�(1+j�j) � (û � v̂)(�; �) L2�L2� � kuk�;0;bkvk�;0;b: (3.3)Now note that if we letf(�; �) = ((1 + j� � �3j)be�(1+j�j)û(�; �)and g(�; �) = ((1 + j� � �3j)be�(1+j�j)v̂(�; �);then (3.3) is equivalent to �e�(1+j�j)(1 + j� � �3j)�b0 Z Z e��(1+j�1j)f(�1; �1)(1 + j�1 � �31 j)b e��(1+j���1j)g(� � �1; � � �1)(1 + j� � �1 � (� � �1)3j)b d�1d�1L2�L2�� kfkL2�L2� kgkL2�L2� :A proof of this estimate an be obtained by duality. Let d(�; �) be a positivefuntion in L2(R2 ) with norm kdkL2(R2) = 1. Then we need to estimateZR4 d(�; �) j�j e�(1+j�j)�1 + j� � �3j��b0 f(�1; �1) e��(1+j�1j)�1 + j�1 � �31�b g(� � �1; � � �1) e��(1+j���1j)�1 + j� � �1 � (� � �1)3j�b d�;(3.4)where d� = d�1d�1d�d�: Now observe that using the triangle inequalityj�j � j�1j+ j� � �1j, (3.4) an be dominated byZR4 d(�; �) j�j�1 + j� � �3j��b0 f(�1; �1)�1 + j�1 � �31�b g(� � �1; � � �1)�1 + j� � �1 � (� � �1)3j�b d�:



1330 Zoran Gruji� and Henrik KalishThis shows that the proof in fat redues to the proof of Kenig, Pone, andVega given in [12℄. �The bilinear estimate oupled with the linear estimates in the previoussetion suÆes to prove the loal well-posedness of the KdV (p = 1) in theanalyti lasses X�;s;b. To be able to treat the GKdV (p � 2) in a similarfashion, a multilinear analog of the bilinear estimate is needed. As pointedout in [12℄, (already) a trilinear estimate fails inXs;b for any s < 14 . However,sine we work in analyti lasses X�;s;b, the value of s plays no role, and onemay allow positive values of s.Theorem 3. Let b > 12 , b0 < �14 , and s � 3b. Let p 2 N, and supposeu1, u2, ... up+1 2 X�;s;b. Then there exists a onstant  depending only onp; s; b, and b0 suh thatk�x(�p+1i=1 ui)k�;s;b0 � �p+1i=1 kuik�;s;b: (3.5)The proof of Theorem 3 will be established using a number of auxiliaryresults. To state these results, we �rst need to introdue some more notation.For � 2 R, and a suitable f , de�ne F� by its Fourier transform bF�,bF�(�; �) = f(�; �)�1 + j� � �3j�� :The �rst lemma is a version of Kato's smoothing e�et proved by Bourgain[2℄.Lemma 2. For � > 14 , there exists a onstant  depending only on � suhthat kA 12F�kL4xL2t � kfkL2�L2� : (3.6)The next two lemmas provide ontrol over the L1x L1t and L2xL1t -norms.Lemma 3. For � > 12 , and s > 12 , there exists a onstant  depending onlyon � and s, suh that kA�sF�kL1x L1t � kfkL2�L2� : (3.7)Proof. The proof follows from the Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma and H�older'sinequality.kA�sF�kL1x L1t � Z Z jf(�; �)j�1 + j� � �3j���1 + j�j�s d�d�� Z nZ jf(�; �)j2�1 + j�j�2s d�o 12nZ d��1 + j� � �3j�2�o12 d�



loal well-posedness of the generalized Korteweg-de Vries equation 1331�  nZ Z jf(�; �)j2 d�d�o 12nZ d��1 + j�j�2so 12 � kfkL2�L2� :Lemma 4. For � > 12 , and s � 3�, there exists a onstant  depending onlyon � and s, suh that kA�sF�kL2xL1t � kfkL2�L2� : (3.8)Proof. Using the Sobolev Embedding Theorem, it an be seen thatkA�sF�kL2xL1t = kA�sF�kL1t L2x �  k��A�sF�kL2tL2x=  ��A�sF�L2x;t =   (1 + j� j)��1 + j�j�s�1 + j� � �3j�� f(�; �)L2�;��   (1 + j� j)��1 + j�j�s�1 + j� � �3j��L1�;� kf(�; �)kL2�;� �  kf(�; �)kL2�;� :The fat that  (1 + j� j)��1 + j�j�s�1 + j� � �3j��L1�;�is bounded an be veri�ed easily. �We are now ready to prove the multilinear estimate in Theorem 3.Proof of Theorem 3. The ase p = 1 was treated in Theorem 2. Forsimpliity of exposition, the proof is �rst given for the ase p = 2, afterwhih the proof for a general p will be more transparent. As in the proof ofTheorem 2, we have to estimate an integral of the formZR6 d(�; �) j�j1+s e�(1+j�j)�1 + j� � �3j��b0 f(�1; �1) e��(1+j�1j)�1 + j�1j��s�1 + j�1 � �31�b� g(� � �2; � � �2) e��(1+j���2j)�1 + j� � �2j��s�1 + j� � �2 � (� � �2)3j�b� h(�2 � �1; �2 � �1) e��(1+j�2��1j)�1 + j�2 � �1j��s�1 + j�2 � �1 � (�2 � �1)3j�b d�:Utilizing the inequality j�j � j�1j + j� � �2j + j�2 � �1j on the exponentials,we are left withZR6 d(�; �) j�j1+s�1 + j� � �3j��b0 f(�1; �1)�1 + j�1j��s�1 + j�1 � �31�b g(� � �2; � � �2)�1 + j� � �2j��s�1 + j� � �2 � (� � �2)3j�b



1332 Zoran Gruji� and Henrik Kalish� h(�2 � �1; �2 � �1)�1 + j�2 � �1j��s�1 + j�2 � �1 � (�2 � �1)3j�b d�:Now, split the Fourier spae into six regions, aording to all possible om-binations of inequalities suh as j� � �2j � j�2 � �1j � j�1j. In this partiularase, the integral an be dominated by the inner produthA 12D�b0 ; A 12Fb A�sGb A�sHbi;and the estimate ontinues as follows.hA 12D�b0 ; A 12Fb A�sGb A�sHbi�  kA 12D�b0kL4xL2t kA 12FbkL4xL2t kA�sGbkL2xL1t kA�sHbkL1x L1t�  kdkL2�L2� kfkL2�L2� kgkL2�L2� khkL2�L2� =  kfkL2�L2� kgkL2�L2� khkL2�L2� ;where Lemma 2,3 and 4 were used in the seond step. The other ases followsimply by (at most) interhanging the roles of Fb; Gb, and Hb.The proof in the ase of higher nonlinearities p � 3 is virtually idential.The only di�erene is that we need to split the Fourier spae in (p + 1)!regions. For example, a splitting in whih all the ombinations are dominatedby j�1j will lead to the following estimate.hA 12D�b0 ; A 12 (F1)b A�s(F2)b �p+1i=3 (A�s(Fi)b)i�  kA 12D�b0kL4xL2t kA 12 (F1)bkL4xL2t kA�s(F2)bkL2xL1t �p+1i=3 kA�s(Fi)bkL1x L1t�  kdkL2�L2� ku1kL2�L2� ku2kL2�L2� �p+1i=3 kuikL2�L2� =  �p+1i=1 kuikL2�L2� :4. Proof of Theorem 1With the estimates provided in the previous setion, existene and unique-ness of a solution to the initial-value problem in X�;s;b an be proved easilyusing a ontration argument. Consider the integral operator�(v) =  (t)W (t)u0 � 1p+ 1 T (t)Z t0 W (t� s)�x�vp+1(s)� ds: (4.1)Let r = ku0kG�;s . It will be proved that T an be hosen so that � is aontration in the ball B(2r) � X�;s;b of radius 2r entered at 0.Lemma 5. There exists a positive time T , suh that the operator � as de�nedin (4:1) is a ontration in the ball B(2r).



loal well-posedness of the generalized Korteweg-de Vries equation 1333Proof. First it is proved that � is a mapping on B(2r). Using (2.4) and(2.5), and the nonlinear estimate, we see thatk�(v)k�;s;b � k (t)W (t)u0k�;s;b +   T (t)Z t0 W (t� s)�x�vp+1(s)� ds�;s;b�  ku0kG�;s +  T 1�b+b0 k�x�vp+1(s)�k�;s;b0�  ku0kG�;s +  T 1�b+b0 kvkp+1�;s;b � r +  T 1�b+b0(2r)p+1:Choosing T < � 12p+1p+1rp� 11�b+b0 ;it is seen that � maps B(2r) to B(2r). With the same hoie of T , theontration property an be proved.k�(v)� �(�v)k�;s;b =   T (t)Z t0 W (t� s)�x�vp+1(s)� �vp+1(s)� ds�;s;b�  T 1�b+b0 k�x�vp+1(s)� �vp+1(s)�k�;s;b0�  T 1�b+b0(2r)p kv � �vk�;s;b � 12 kv � �vk�;s;b: �Sine � is a ontration, it follows that � has a unique �xed point u inB(2r). The funtion u solves the initial-value problem (1.1).Next, we show the persistene property. This will follow if it is knownthat the solution u belongs to the spae C([0; T ℄; G�;s). But, as mentionedin Setion 2, X�;s;b is ontinuously embedded in C([0; T ℄; G�;s) as long asb > 12 . Uniqueness of the solution in C([0; T ℄; G�;s) an be proved by thefollowing standard argument.Lemma 6. Suppose u and v are solutions to (1:1) in C([0; T ℄; G�;s) withu(�; 0) = v(�; 0) in G�;s. Then u = v.Proof. Let e = u� v. Then e satis�es the initial-value problemet + upux � vpvx + exxx = 0; e(x; 0) = 0: (4.2)Multiplying by e and integrating over R, the inequalityddtkekL2 � kP (u; ux; v; vx)kL1kekL2 (4.3)appears. Sine u and v belong to G�;s, the polynomial term is bounded.Then Gronwall's inequality an be used to see that e = 0. �



1334 Zoran Gruji� and Henrik KalishTo prove ontinuous dependene on the initial data, suppose u and �u aresolutions orresponding to initial data u0 and �u0. Similarly as in the proofof Lemma 5 we arrive atku� �uk�;s;b �  ku0 � �u0kG�;s + 12 ku� �uk�;s;b:From this inequality, ontinuous dependene in C([0; T ℄; G�;s) of the solutionon the initial data in G�;s is immediate.Referenes[1℄ J.L. Bona and Z. Gruji�, Spatial analytiity for KdV-type equations (submitted).[2℄ J. Bourgain, Fourier transform restrition phenomena for ertain lattie subsets andappliations to nonlinear evolution equations, GAFA 3 (1993), 107-156, 209-262.[3℄ J. Bourgain and J. Colliander, On wellposedness of the Zakharov system, Internat.Math. Res. Noties (1996), 515-546.[4℄ J. Colliander, M. Keel, G. StaÆlani, H. Takaoka, and T. Tao, Global well-posednessfor KdV in Sobolev spaes of negative index, EJDE 2001 (2001), No. 26, 1-7.[5℄ J. Colliander, G. StaÆlani and H. Takaoka Global wellposedness for KdV below L2,Math. Res. Lett. 6 (1999) ,755-778.[6℄ C. Foias and R. Temam, Gevrey lass regularity for the solutions of the Navier-Stokesequations, J. Funt. Anal. 87 (1989), 359-369.[7℄ J. Ginibre, Y. Tsutsumi and G. Velo, On the Cauhy problem for the Zakharov system,J. Funt. Anal. 151 (1997), 384-436.[8℄ N. Hayashi, Analytiity of solutions of the Korteweg-de Vries equation, SIAM J. Math.Anal. 22 (1991), 1738-1743.[9℄ H. Hayashi, Solutions of the (generalized) Korteweg-de Vries equation in the Bergmanand Szeg�o spaes on a setor, Duke Math. J. 62 (1991), 575-591.[10℄ T. Kato and K. Masuda, Nonlinear evolution equations and analytiity I, Ann. Inst.Henri Poinar�e, Anal. Non Lin�eaire 3 (1986), 455-467.[11℄ C.E. Kenig, G. Pone, and L. Vega, On the Cauhy problem for the Korteweg-deVriesequation in Sobolev spaes of negative indies, Duke Math. J. 71 (1993), 1-20.[12℄ C.E. Kenig, G. Pone, and L. Vega, A bilinear estimate with appliations to the KdVequation, J. Am. Math. So. 9 (1996), 573-603.


